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Abstract - In this paper we characterize the 
set of all restrictions on the behaviour of a 
plant that shape the characteristic polynomial 
of the closed-loop system. These control laws 
include both classical feedback laws and singu- 
lar feedback laws. One of the results is the be- 
havioural version of the Youla-Jabr-Bongiorno- 
KuEera-parameterization of all stabilizing con- 
trol laws for a given plant. We also study robust 
stability, deriving; the real and complex stabil- 
ity radius for systems described in kernel rep- 
resentation. Fina.lly we characterize the set of 
all control laws that make the stability radius 
greater than or equal to some desired level. 
1 Introduction 
Control in a behavioural framework amounts to im- 
posing a number of control laws on the signals asso- 
ciated with a plant. The behaviour of these signals 
is constrained by a. set of laws due to the physical 
structure or specific organization of the plant, and con- 
trol restricts the behaviour further by imposing addi- 
tional constraints. An introduction to  control in a be- 
havioural setting may be found in Willems [14]. 
In this paper we study stabilization and pole place- 
ment for plants wholse behaviour is described by a sys- 
tem of linear differential equations of the form 
where P is a p x q polynomial matrix. The control law 
is of the form 
c - w = 0, (3 
where C is a (q - p )  x q polynomial matrix. The closed- 
loop behaviour is defined as the set of signals that sat- 
isfy both the laws o’f the plant (1) and the control law 
(2), that is, the set of all w that satisfy 
(:) ($) = O. (3) 
A distinctive feature of control in a behavioural 
framework is that (2) may include non-causal con- 
straints on the signals of the plant. This is called sin- 
gular feedback [14]. Such constraints cannot be im- 
plemented by means of a regular feedback setup with 
sensors, actuators, and a feedback processor, but they 
might provide important ideas to take into account in 
the design phase of the plant. A motivating example 
for the use of singular feedback may be found in [14]. 
Throughout this paper, we synthesize feedback laws 
that are either regular or singular. 
We derive a Youla-Jabr-Bongiorno-Kueera-type pa- 
rameterization of the !jet of all control laws (2) that 
give rise to a certain closed-loop characteristic polyno- 
mial. This problem has, been studied by Kuijper [6] for 
controllable plants. When we use the Smith canonical 
form of the plant (l), the problem turns out to  have a 
simple solution, also in the non-controllable case. 
In case that the plant is controllable, we character- 
ize the set of all closed-loop characteristic polynomials 
that may be obtained using a specific set of control 
laws. This ‘inverse’ YJBK-type problem is reminiscent 
of a problem studied by Vidyasagar ([12], Section 5.2), 
for plants described by proper, stable, coprime factor- 
izations. A plant is si!rongly stabilizable if it can be 
stabilized by means of a control law that is itself sta- 
ble. Two plants are sinaultaneously stabilizable if there 
exists a control law that stabilizes both of them. The 
problems of strong and simultaneous stabilization are 
introduced in [12], and there it is also shown that these 
problems are equivalent. We use the ‘inverse’ YJBK 
result to demonstrate this equivalence for behavioural 
systems in a straightforward manner. 
The second part of this paper is devoted to  robust 
stability of systems in a behavioural framework. A 
system is robustly stable if not only the system itself 
but also all systems in its neighbourhood are stable. 
The idea behind studying robustness is that systems in 
practice may deviate considerably from their nominal, 
mathematical model. If the stability of the model is 
robust enough, stability of the actual system is guar- 
anteed. A popular measure for robust stability is the 
distance between a stable system and the nearest un- 
stable system. This measure is called the stability mar- 
gin by Glover and McEparlane [3] , or the stability radius 
by Hinrichsen and Pritchard [4], and Qiu et al. [lo]. 
Consider an autonomous system 
R (2- w = 0,  (4) 
where R is a q x q polynomial matrix of full row-rank. 
Think of (4) as a stable, nominal model, and assume 
that the coefficients in the differential equations of the 
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actual system deviate according to 
where S and T are polynomial structuring matrices of 
dimensions q x s and t x q, respectively. A is an s x t ,  
complex- or real-valued matrix containing the coeffi- 
cients of the perturbation. We evaluate the norm of 
the smallest A that makes the perturbed system (5) un- 
stable. It turns out that the results are generalizations 
of the complex and real stability radii for state-space 
models that may be found in [4] and [lo], respectively. 
The final problem tackled in this paper is the ro- 
bust stabilization problem. Consider the following per- 
turbed version of the plant (1) 
( ~ ( + E ( + + $ ) ) w = O .  (6) 
E and F are polynomial structuring matrices of dimen- 
sions p x e and f x q, respectively, and A is an e x f 
complex-valued matrix containing the coefficients of 
the perturbation. We derive the set of all y-stabilizers 
for this plant, that is, the set of all control laws (2) that 
stabilize not only the nominal plant (l), but the entire 
set of plants (6), where the norm of A is less than some 
radius y. 
The robust stabilization problem is a special case 
of the H,-control problem in a behavioural context, 
which has been studied by Trentelman and Willems 
[ll], by D’Andrea and Paganini [l], and by Meinsma 
[8]. The problem is readily solved using spectral tech- 
niques from [8]. 
2 Preliminaries 
The behaviour of a system is the set of all signals that 
satisfy the laws of the system. This paper is about lin- 
ear, time-invariant, continuous-time systems E, whose 
behaviour BC may be written as the kernel of some 
polynomial matrix in the differentiation operator, 
where the differential equation is satisfied in the sense 
of distributions. Such a description is called a kernel 
representation of E (Willems [13]). In general there 
are many polynomial matrices with the same kernel. 
In fact, the kernel of a polynomial matrix is invariant 
under unimodular pre-multiplication, and only under 
such transformations. 
Every row of RE is a restriction on Bc. A kernel rep- 
resentation is minimal if RE has full row-rank. Such 
an RE describes BE using a minimal number of restric- 
tions. It has been shown in [13] that a kernel represen- 
tation may be taken minimal without loss of generality. 
A system is autonomous or well-posed if at  any point 
in time its future behaviour is uniquely determined by 
its past behaviour. It may be found in [13] that a sys- 
tem C in minimal kernel representation is autonomous 
if and only if RE is square. This means that there are 
as many independent restrictions on the signals as the 
dimension of the signal space. 
The 
rank of P is the generic rank of P(A) as X E @. Define 
the singularities of P as those points X E C for which 
the rank of P(A) is less than the rank of P. Note that 
it makes sense to speak about the singularities of a 
system, since the singularities of a kernel representation 
RE of a system C are invariant under unimodular pre- 
multiplication, and hence the same for every choice of 
RE. A system C is asymptotically stable if all signals 
w E BE tend to zero as time tends to infinity. Define 
C- := {A E C IRe(X) < 0).  The following result is well- 
known from the theory of differential equations. 
Lemma 2.1 (Stability) 
An autonomous system is  asymptotically stable i f  and 
only i f  i ts  singularities are in C-. 
It may be found in Kailath [5] that a polynomial 
matrix P E RPxq [.] may be decomposed into Smith 
form, 
Consider a polynomial matrix P E R P x q  [.I. 
where Up E R P x P  [.] and Vp E Rqxq [.] are unimodular, 
and Ap E RTxT [.] is diagonal, with r 5 p the rank of 
P. The zeros of det(Ap) are the singularities of P. If 
ARC is the Smith form of a kernel representation RE of 
an asymptotically stable, autonomous system E, then 
det(ARc) has all its zeros in @-. Such a ARE is called 
a Humuitz matrix. 
The row-wise leading coeficient matrix Dp of a 
polynomial matrix P is the matrix whose i th row con- 
sists of the coefficients of the elements of highest degree 
in the ith row of P. P is row-reduced if Dp has full 
row-rank. It may be found in [5 ]  that every polynomial 
matrix can be made row-reduced by pre-multiplication 
with a suitable unimodular matrix. 
When the signals w are partitioned into inputs and 
outputs, it is possible to define input/output-stability 
of a kernel representation. Consider the plant 
(9) 
where the outputs y have dimension p ,  the inputs 
U have dimension q - p ,  PI E R P x P  [.I, and P2 E 
R P x ( q - P )  [ . I .  A rational matrix H ( s )  is proper if the 
limit of H ( s )  is finite as s tends to infinity. The re- 
lation (9) defines an input/output-system if the ma- 
trix H ( s )  = PT1(s)P2(s) is proper. An input/output- 
system is input/output-stable if the matrix PI is Hur- 
witz. This notion of stability is called CICO-stability 
by Kwakernaak and Sivan [7]. 
All results about the complex stability radius hinge 
on the following classical result on singular values by 
Schmidt and Mirsky. The result may for instance be 
found in [lo]. 
Lemma 2.2 (Schmidt & Mirsky) 
Consider a matrix M E Cmxn, M # O,. Then  
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where 01 stands f o r  the largest singular value. 
The main contribution of Qiu et a1.[10] is the real- 
valued counterpart of Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 2.3 (Qiu et al.) 
Consider a matrix M E Cmxn, M # O,,. Then  
where 7 1  stands for the principal real perturbation value 
3 ]?ole placement 
Consider a plant P in minimal kernel representation, 
P : P  - w = o ,  (3 
with P E R P x q  [.] of full row-rank, and a control law C 
in kernel representation, 
c : c  - w = o ,  (3 
with C E Rmxq [.I, where m = q - p.  
The central theme in this section is the closed- 
loop characteristic polynomial which is defined as in 
Willems [ 141, 
Note that the zeros of xcl in this definition are the 
singularities of the system. It follows from Lemma 2.1 
that a closed-loop :system is asymptotically stable if 
and only if its closed-loop characteristic polynomial is 
Hurwitz. This shows that the definition fits nicely to 
the classical notion of characteristic polynomial. 
The Smith form of the plant turns out to be a con- 
venient starting point for deriving properties of control 
laws. The matrix P may be decomposed into Smith 
form as follows. 
p = UP ("P 0) V P ,  (16) 
where U p  E R p x p  [ e ]  and V p  E RQxq [.I are unimodular, 
and h p  E R P x P  [.] is diagonal. Note that a unimodular 
matrix is a bijection on the set of polynomial matrices. 
Therefore every po1:ynomial matrix C E Rmxq [ e ]  may 
be written in the form 
c= (YC XC>VP, (17) 
for some Yc E RmXI7 [ a ]  and XC E Rmxm [ a ] .  This form 
is called the controller parameterization induced by the 
Smith form of the plant. 
The control law C is minimal if the matrix C has 
full row-rank. In thlat case C imposes m independent 
restrictions on the signals w. An interconnection of a 
minimal plant P and a minimal control law C is regular 
if it is again minimal, so that the closed-loop system 
becomes autonomous [14]. Regularity means that the 
restrictions imposed by C are independent of those im- 
posed by P. The following theorem characterizes all 
regular control laws for a given plant. 
Theorem 3.1 (All regular control laws) 
Consider the parameter;ization (1 7). C is a regular con- 
trol law for  the plant P if and only if the matrix XC is 
non-singular. 
Proof: See Theorem 3.4. 0 
It is not possible to realize every closed-loop char- 
acteristic polynomial for any plant P. A condition for 
the existence of behavioural controllers is given in [14]. 
It is easy to see that the characteristic polynomial of 
the uncontrollable subsystem of the plant P, as it is 
defined in [14], is xuc = det(Ap). The condition is the 
following. 
Lemma 3.2 (Willem;) 
Consider the plant P. Pick a desired polynomial x. 
Then  there exists a regular control law such that xcl = 
xuc . x. 
A particular consequence of this Lemma is that the 
plant P is stabilieable if and only if xuc is Hurwitz. 
The following theorem is the behavioural version of 
the Youla-Jabr-Bongiomo-KuEera characterization of 
all stabilizing control laws for a given plant. 
Theorem 3.3 (All stabilizing control laws) 
Consider the parameterization (1 7). Assume that the 
plant P is  stabilizable. 'Then the control law C stabilizes 
P i f  and only i f  the modrix XC is Hurwitz. 
Proof: See Theorem 3.4. 0 
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 are both corollaries 
of the following result. 
Theorem 3.4 (Pole placement) 
Consider the parameterization (1 7). Pick a desired 
polynomial x. The control law C makes the closed-loop 
characteristic polynomial equal to x .  xuc if and only i f  
det(Xc) = x. 
Proof: 
xci = det (g) = det ((2 -$?) . vp) 
= det(Ap) . dlet(Xc) = xuc. det(Xc). 
This proves Theorem 3.4. To prove Theorem 3.1, note 
that xcl is not equal to the zero polynomial if and only 
if the matrix Xc is non-singular. To prove Theorem 
3.3, note that if xuc is Hurwitz, then xCl is Hurwitz if 
0 
The McMillan degree of a system is defined as the 
dimension of the state in a minimal state-space rep- 
resentation of the system. The interconnection of the 
plant P and the control law C is a regular feedback in- 
terconnection if the McMillan degree of the closed-loop 
system is the sum of the McMillan degrees of P and 
and only if the matrix XC is Hurwitz. 
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C [14]. Note that the matrices P and C may be taken 
row-reduced without loss of generality. The following 
result characterizes when a closed-loop system is a reg- 
ular feedback interconnection. 
Theorem 3.5 (Regular feedback) 
Assume that the matrices P and C are row-reduced. 
Then  the interconnection of P and C i s  a regular feed- 
back interconnection i f  and only i f  the matrix  
is row-reduced. 
Proof: Consider a system C with kernel representation 
RE. If RE is row-reduced, then the McMillan degree of 
C is the sum of the row degrees of RE (Rapisarda [9], 
0 Corollary 6.7). The result follows. 
4 Controllable plants 
Consider again the plant P and the control law C as in 
(13) and (14). P is controllable if for all w1, w2 E Bp 
there exists a w E Bp and a T 2 0 such that 
w( t )  = W l ( t ) ,  
w( t )  = w z ( t  - T ) ,  
for t 5 0, and 
for t 2 T .  
It may be found in [13] that if P is controllable then 
B(X) has full row-rank for all X E C. In this case 
there exists a Qp E Rmxq [.] such that P and Qp are 
right-coprime, and the Smith form decomposition of P 
simplifies to 
(19) 
Furthermore, the behaviour of P may be equivalently 
described in observable image representation, that is, 
BP = { MP ($) ( 1  e E c p  (R,Rm)} , (20) 
with Mp E Rqxm [ . I ,  where Mp(X)  has full column- 
rank for all X E @. Note that there exists an Np E 
R q x P  [.I such that Np and Mp are left-coprime. With- 
out loss of generality, M p ,  and then Np,  may be chosen 
such that 
This derivation of the matrices Qp,  Mp ,  and N p  for a 
controllable plant P may also be found in [6].  
A controllable plant adinits the following character- 
ization of the closed-loop characteristic polynomial. 
Theorem 4.1 (Characteristic polynomial) 
Assume that the plant P i s  controllable. Then xcl = 
det ( C M p )  .
Proof: 
= det (ckp 
xCi = det (g) = det ( (g) ( N p  M p ) )  
= det (CMp)  . U 
Theorem 4.1 may be used to study the set of pos- 
sible closed-loop characteristic polynomials under side- 
conditions on the control law C. Here we use the re- 
sult to give a simple proof of the equivalence of the 
strong and simultaneous stabilization problem. The 
strong stabilization problem is, given a plant, to find 
a stabilizing control law that is itself stable. Consider 
two controllable plants in kernel representation, 
with A,  B E RPxq [ . I .  The simultaneous stabilization 
problem is to find a control law C that stabilizes both 
A and B. 
Derive Q A ,  MA,  and NA for A, and Q B ,  M B ,  and 
NB for B ,  as in (21), and introduce the following aux- 
iliary input/output-system, 
Theorem 4.2 (Simultaneous stabilization) 
There exists a control law C that stabilizes both A and 
B i f  and only i f  there exists a n  output/input-stable con- 
trol law 
K : (K1 K2) ($) (3 = 0, 
that stabilizes S. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.3, C stabilizes A if and only if 
it is of the form 
where CZ is Hurwitz. By Theorem 4.1, (26) also stabi- 
lizes B if and only if in addition 
(CIA + C ~ Q A ) M B  
is Hurwitz. Note that S may be written in observable 
image representation as follows 
The result follows from the observation that by Theo- 
rem 4.1 the closed-loop characteristic polynomial of S 
interconnected with K is 
xci = det ( (K1  K 2 )  ( QAMB AMB )) 
= det ( ( K I A  + K z Q A ) M B ) .  0 
The strong stabilization problem is solvable if the sys- 
tem satisfies the following, so-called parity interlacing 
property. 
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Theorem 4.3 (Strong stabilization) 
Consider a controllable input/output-system P in ob- 
servable image representation, 
P m a y  be stabilized by means of a n  output/input-stable 
control law C if and only if det(U) has the same sign 
f o r  all X E R+ U {E)} such that Y(X) = P,,,. 
0 Proof: Use [12], Corollary 5.3.6. 
5 ]Robust stability 
Consider a nominal, autonomous system R in minimal 
kernel representation, 
with R E RQxQ [.I of full row-rank. Assume that R is 
stable, but that it is perturbed according to  
R A :  (R($) + s ( $ ) A T ( $ ) ) ~ = o ,  (30) 
where S E RqX" [.] and T E RtXq [.] are polynomial 
structuring matrices, and A E Csxt  or R s x t  is a 
complex- or real-vadued matrix containing the coeffi- 
cients of the perturbation. In this section we evaluate 
the norm of the smiallest A that makes RA unstable. 
Theorem 5.1 (Complex stability radius) 
Assume that the system R is asymptotically stable. 
Then  
inf 
AECSXt 
{ IlAll 1.R + SAT is unstable} 
Proof: 
inf 
AECSXt 
inf inf {IlAll IR(X) + S(X)AT(X) is singular}. 
The matrix R(X) + S(X)AT(X) is singular if and only 
if 
{ IlAll IR + SAT is unstable} = 
XEC+ AECsXt 
det(R(X) + Si(A)AT(X)) = 
det(R(X)) de t ( l+  R-'(X)S(X)AT(X)) = 0. (32) 
Since R is asymptotically stable, (32) is equivalent to 
de t ( l+  R-'(X)S(X)AT(X)) = 0. (33) 
By a property of th.e determinant, (33) is equivalent to 
det(I + T(X)R-l(X)S(A)A) = 0, 
and the result follows using Lemma 2.2. 0 
Theorem 5.2 (Real stability radius) 
Assume that the system R is asymptotically stable. 
Then  
inf 
AEWSXt 
{ llAll IR $. SAT is unstable} 
1 
(34) 
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 5.1, 
0 using Lemma 2.3 instead of Lemma 2.2. 
6 Robust stabilization 
Consider a perturbed plant of the form 
PA : (I' (g) + ES (g) AF (i)) w = 0, (35) 
where P E RPxq [-] of full row-rank represents a nom- 
inal plant, E E RPXe [.] and F E Rfxq [.] are polyno- 
mial structuring matrices, and A E C e x f  is a complex- 
valued matrix containing the coefficients of the pertur- 
bation. Consider also the control law C as in (14). 
By Theorem 5.1, the complex stability radius of PA 
interconnected with C is equal to 
1 
The control law C is y-stabilizing if it makes this sta- 
bility radius greater tlhan or equal to the value y. In 
this section we study the existence and the characteri- 
zation of all y-stabilizing control laws C for the plant 
PA. 
The y-stabilization problem turns out to be a spe- 
cial type of polynomiatl H,-problem, and it is readily 
solved using the spectral techniques in [8]. The follow- 
ing result characterizes when there exists a y-stabilizing 
control law. 
Theorem 6.1 (y-stabilization) 
Consider the plant PA. Assume that the matrices E(X) 
and ( F T ( X )  I PT(X)) have full row-rankfor all X E iR. 
Pick y 2 0. Find a Hurwitz polynomial matrix A E 
Rqxg [.] of full rank such that 
117 := A* (P*(EE*)- lP  - y 2 F * F )  A (37) 
is a polynomial matrix. If there exists a spectral fac- 
torization 
where 
= (2) (39) 
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is  a q x q polynomial matrix with rf E RqxK [.] and 
r- E Rqxv [.I, such that U = m, and such that 
is Humuitz, then there exists a y-stabilizing C for PA. 
Proof: See Theorem 6.2. 0 
If any y-stabilizing control law exists, then all of 
them are characterized by the following result. 
Theorem 6.2 (All y-stabilizers) 
All y-stabilizing control laws C are of the form 
c= (G c2), (41) 
where C1 E R p x m  [.I and C2 E Rmxm [.] are polynomial 
matrices such that 
c,-1c1 = wv-1, (42) 
where W E R p x m  (.) and V E Rmxm (.) are rational 
matrices such that 
(43) 
with A and r from Theorem 6.1, and where A E 
Rmxm [.I and B E R p x m  are polynomial matrices such 
that 
A*(X)A(X) 2 B*(X)B(X) (44) 
for all X E ilw. 
Proof: Use Meinsma [8], Algorithm 3.4. 0 
7 Concluding remarks 
In the behavioural framework, the controller parame- 
terization induced by the Smith form of the plant al- 
lows for a straightforward characterization of the set 
of all control laws that lead to a desired closed-loop 
characteristic polynomial. The link between our re- 
sults and the classical Youla- Jabr-Bongiorno-KuCera- 
parameterization is that decomposing a plant into 
Smith form involves solving a Diophantine equation. 
Our control laws include both regular and singular 
feedback laws. It turns out that a control law is a reg- 
ular feedback law for a plant if the closed-loop system 
admits a kernel representation that is row-reduced. 
In Theorem 4.1 we derive a simple formula for the 
mapping from the control law to the closed-loop charac- 
teristic polynomial for controllable plants. It is a topic 
of ongoing research how this formula can be exploited 
to gain insight into a number of control problems under 
side-conditions on the compensator. 
The structured complex and real stability radii for 
systems in kernel representation are straightforward 
extensions of the corresponding results for systems in 
state-space form. Also, the robust stability problem in 
a behavioural framework may be reduced to  a standard 
H,-problem in a behavioural setting. 
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